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RACE
ROTAX INVITATIONAL RACE
Sepang (MalaySia), 9 th January 2011

One-off
entertainment
The one-off inTernaTional evenT recognised by roTax and promoTed by Krs
moTorsporTs, aTTracTed 113 drivers spread across 4 caTegories. iT’s a greaT
way for drivers in The region To KicK-off Their KarTing season when There
aren’T many oTher races being held. RepoRt & photos M.Nassi (KaRtiNgasia.coM)
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corching hot weather greeted
contestant at the rotax
invitational race 2011 held
at the sepang international circuit
in malaysia on the 8th and 9th of
January. as a rotax event the racing
consisted of the rotax senior, Junior,
dd2, and micromax categories. The
majority of the grid were malaysian
competitors and adding to that
was a large amount of international
competitors making the level of
competition at the event incredibly
though. The senior category had a
bumper grid of 36 drivers as entries
were closed in order to keep the event
schedule 2 days rather than 3 days
long. The Junior drivers would have

S

to go through qualification heats to
make the final as 49 drivers entered
the event.
in the seniors the initial pace was set
my Japanese driver ryuichi nara as he
took pole position in qualifying with his
countryman yoshito matsumoto just 6
thousandths of a second adrfit. nara
was looking for a win at the sepang
circuit after having taken 2nd place an
event held in 2009. malaysian drivers
farriz fauzy, calvin wong, and afiq
ikhwan rounded out the top 5. in the
heats it looked like the fight for the win
would be between the two Japanese
drivers, fauzy, and wong as the four
drivers took the top four places in both

heats. wong’s challenge was ruined
in the pre-final with a 2nd corner crash
as nara went on to take the win ahead
of matsumoto and fauzy. Japanese
driver aikito saito was a surprise 4th
place finisher having struggled to find
pace earlier in the weekend.
starting the final from the front nara
set a blistering pace, which was closely
matched by the other two Japanese
drivers matusmoto and saito. fauzy
got into trouble at the start of the
race dropping him out of contention.
matsumoto made a move for the lead
and the two drivers even touched
going in to turn 1 halfway through
the race however nara quickly took
the lead back on the same lap and
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kept the lead all the way to the finish.
Matsumoto was just a few tenths adrift
followed closely by Saito. Malaysian
driver Chang Mun Shien took 4th place
with Afiq Ikhwan in 5th.
In the Junior field the 2009 Rotax
Grand Finals Champion Ukyo Sasahara
from Japan was one of the favourites
along with a lot of the Malaysian drivers
that know the Sepang circuit by heart
such as 2010 Rotax Malaysia champion
Gilbert Ang and runner up Akash Neil

Nandy. In qualifying it was Nandy who
set the fastest time followed by Gilbert
Ang, Ukyo Sasahara, and Malaysian
driver Brandon Lee. As the dust had
settled from the qualification heats
Akash drove an excellent pre-final from
the front with Syazwan
Mohd
Noor

Nara was lookiNg for a wiN
at the sepaNg circuit after
haviNg takeN 2Nd iN aN
eveNt held iN 2009.

following closely in 2nd after having
found a lot more pace since qualifying.
Ukyo Sasahara was 6 seconds adrift
in 3rd followed by Gilbert Ang in 4th.
In the Final Akash made a good start
however Syazwan didn’t have a great
start dropping well down the order.
This left Nandy at the front followed by
Ang and Sasahara. On lap 3 Sasahara
made his move on Ang to take 2nd
and hunt down Nandy. The top three
however were incredibly closely
matched on pace and the pace that
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Right, Micro Max
podium with Pull
(left), Martono, final
winner Hakim, and
Xuanhao. Left, Micro
Max final starting
grid with Fewtrell
(14) and Xuanhao (22)
on the front row.
Opposite page,
Senior Rotax is
dominated by
Japan’s Ryuichi Nara
(142). The Zanardi
driver takes both
prefinal and final win
for an all-Japanese
podium.

Akash was setting at the front was just
a bit too much for the drivers behind.
Despite getting to within a second
at the finish Sasahara was never in a
place where he could really challenge
for the win. Ang kept the pressure on
Sasahara but wasn’t able to retake 2nd.
Japanese drivers Teruhisa Tanaka and
Wataru Satake finished in 4th and 5th.
The MicroMax grid had 25 drivers and
it was Max Fewtrell from Singapore
who set the pace for most of the
weekend and also took the race win
in the final having started from pole.
Unfortunately however the post
race technical inspection revealed
that the engines of the 1st and 3rd
place finishers did not meet Rotax
regulations with the oil seals being
installed the wrong way, resulting
in disqualifications. Adding to the

Above, Ukyo Sasahara (25) does well to grab 2nd in Junior Rotax final from row 2 starting grid.
Below, Luqman Hakim (21) is the surprise winner in Micro Max, after finishing 5th in prefinal.

resuLTs
Micro Max
Prefinal: 1) 14 Fewtrell (TonyKart); 2) 22 Xuanhao
(TonyKart); 3) 12 Daruvala (GP); 4) 18 Ueda (Birel); 5)
Hakim (BRM); 6) 32 Martono (Intrepid); 7) 24 Goodman
(Crg); 8) 25 Maini (Kosmic); 9) 17 Elliot (GP); 10) 35 Muqri
Final: 1) 21 Hakim (BRM); 2) 32 Martono (Intrepid); 3)
22 Xuanhao (TonyKart); 4) 10 Pull (Kosmic); 5) 18 Ueda
(Birel); 6) 35 Muqri; 7) 33 Takita (Zanardi); 8) 17 Elliot (GP);
9) 16 Rabanni (Arrow); 10) 31 Jun (Birel)
Rotax Junior
Prefinal: 1) 40 Nandy (Gillard); 2) 12 Noor (GP); 3)
25 Sasahara (Intrepid); 4) 17 Ang (Gillard); 5) 22 Tsuji
(Vanspeed); 6) 26 Satake (LH); 7) 52 Tanaka (Zanardi); 8)
21 Solomon (TonyKart); 9) 45 Hishammuddin (Kosmic); 10)
51 Sato (Zanardi)
Final: 1) 40 Nandy (Gillard); 2) 25 Sasahara (Intrepid); 3) 17
Ang (Gillard); 4) 52 Tanaka (Zanardi); 5) 26 Satake (LH); 6)
22 Tsuji (Vanspeed); 7) 45 Hishammuddin (Kosmic); 8) 51

Sato (Zanardi); 9) 12 Noor (GP); 10) 21 Solomon (TonyKart)
Rotax Senior
Prefinal: 1) 142 Nara (Zanardi); 2) 123 Matsumoto
(TonyKart); 3) 134 Fauzy (Gillard); 4) 124 Saito (Kosmic);
5) 112 Seibl (BRM); 6) 114 Mayer (Kosmic); 7) 129
Ang (Gillard); 8) 133 Shien (Maddox); 9) 127 Christian
(Intrepid); 10) 125 Suwankham (Maddox)
Final: 1) 142 Nara (Zanardi); 2) 123 Matsumoto
(TonyKart); 3) 124 Saito (Kosmic); 4) 133 Shien (Maddox);
5) 111 Ikwan (BRM); 6) 127 Christian (Intrepid); 7) 129
Ang (Gillard); 8) 112 Seibl (BRM); 9) 125 Suwankham
(Maddox); 10) 119 O’byrne (Crg)
DD2
Prefinal: 1) 210 Choo (CRG); 2) 214 Noor (GP); 3) 212
Rossi (BRM)
Final: 1) 214 Noor (GP); 2) 210 Choo (CRG); 3) 212 Rossi
(BRM); 4) 213 Siew Yen (BRM)
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MatsuMoto Made a
Move for the lead
aNd the two drivers
eveN touched goiNg
iN to turN 1 halfway
through the race
however Nara
quickly took the
lead back oN the
saMe lap...

Above, Yoshito Matsumoto (123) tries every
trick in the book to move past Nara in Senior
final, but he has to settle for 2nd, just like in the
prefinal. Below, Kelvin Choo (214) takes the DD2
win over a very short 4-driver grid.

confusion was that Japanese driver
Ryuta Ueda who crossed the line in
2nd had received a 10” penalty for
a start infraction. This meant that
Malaysian driver Muhammad Luqman
Hakim took the top step on the podium
with Indonesian driver Presley Martono
in 2nd, and Singaporean drivers Jon
Lee Xuanhao and James Pull in 3rd
and 4th. Ryuta Ueda was unfortunate
in that the 10” penalty dropped him all
the way to 5th place.
In the DD2 category it was Syazwan
Mohd Noor who was looking to make
up for the disappointment of finishing

only 9th in the Junior category. He
took the lead early and made a gap to
Kelvin Choo in 2nd. Despite setting
the fastest lap of the race Choo wasn’t
able to narrow down the lead finishing
3 seconds behind, followed by Michael
Rossi of New Caledonia in 3 and

Shirley Wong in 4th.
As one of the largest events in the
region the success of the event has
prompted the promoters to already
start planning for a 2012 edition, aiming
at even more entries and another great
event.

